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Pazhaverkadu in Thiruvallur district of Tamil Nadu is unique 
in that ring seine operations are rampant here while 
in the adjacent Chennai area, these are not operated, 
mainly as a result of consensus among the fishermen 
against its use. On 2.5.2017, heavy landing of Indian 
mackerel by the ring seines operated at Pazhaverkadu 
as per operational details gathered from the fishermen. 
Each mother boat unit of 12 m overall length (OAL) had 
5 to 6 carrier boats with a capacity of 1500 kg each. An 
estimated 60 t of mackerel whose size varied from 170 to 
185 was landed by around 80 units. All were in immature 
stage with gut containing zooplankton. Because of their 
small sizes, the price per kilogram of mackerel was around 
30 only and this too only because it was the annual 
fishing ban period when catches are generally low. The 
entire catch was transported to Kerala. Enquiries revealed 
the landing of mackerel by ring seines had started from 
26.4.2017 and continued up to 4.5.2017.
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As an adventure underwater sport, speargun fishing is 
practiced at Kovalam coast near Thiruvananthapuram, 
Kerala. Spearguns are designed to launch a spear at fish or 
other underwater animals based on a trigger mechanism. 
The spear has a flopper or barb that is attached to the 
muzzle of the gun by a monofilament line and basically 
the two types of guns used are pneumatic and rubber 
band powered spear guns. Off Kovalam coast, mainly 
imported ones obtained from the visiting foreign tourists 
are popular (Fig.1).  
Fishermen as well as expert skin divers whenever free 
from other fishing and livelihood activities, are involved 
in spear gun fishing designed for sport tourists, which 
occurs throughout the year but peaks during October - 
March period. A fisherman or an expert diver who can 
do dives of about 12-15 m from the surface proceeds 
to the ground located around 2 km from the coast 
along with the tourists. A fibre boat with an overall 
length of 9 m fitted with an outboard engine of 40 
hp with a fish hold on the deck to hold the catch in 
fresh condition is employed. The duration of the trip 
varies from 3-5 hours and can bring in about 12-30 kg 
of high valued table fishes. Assorted reef fish, such as 
groupers, red snappers, jacks, barracudas, mackerels, 
cobia, leather skin, sweet lips, spade fish, surgeon fish 
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